
DAILY TOPIC: 

HAND WASHING, 

WIPING NOSE  



Day two of learning about personal hygiene. Today the children expressed 

their creativity as they used the playdough, some googly eyes and pipe clean-

ers to make some germs. Moulding the playdough into a mound shape, they 

smoothed it over with their fingers before selecting the amount of eyes they 

wanted to use. Once they had selected the eyes they pressed them into the 

playdough. Once they had spaced out the eyes they continued creating their 

design by adding some pipe cleaners. The children did a great job expressing 

their creativity and manipulating the playdough into the designs they had in 

mind. We will put the playdough out again tomorrow to continue to allow the 

children to explore their creativity. 



As we learnt about washing our hand yesterday the children made 

their own copies of dirty and clean hands. Using brown and black 

pencils they drew over their hands, representing dirty hands. Once 

their dirty hands were finished they used blue paint on pom poms 

to represent cleaning their hands. Pressing the pom pom into the 

paint they stamped it across their page as soapy bubbles. The last 

piece of the children’s art work was an image of a soap bottle that 

the children glued in between their hands. This activity helped the 

children to understand that they need to use soap and water to 

clean the dirt and germs off their fingers.  



As the children continued to learn about personal hygiene and 

washing their hands Miss Briohny placed out three laminated pic-

tures of hands on the tables along with some white board makers 

and a couple of sponges. Using the white board markers the chil-

dren drew on the hands representing dirt, once they were finished 

drawing they used one of the sponges to wipe off the dirt. This was 

a good activity as it allowed the children to reuse the activity, clean-

ing the hands over and over again. They also had to take their time 

as they had to scrub the sponge across the hands until they were 

clean.  



During our group time this morning Mis Briohny and the children learnt about 

out hand hygiene and how to wash our hands. First we sang a song called “10 

dirty fingers”, then we talked about when we need to wash our hands, for exam-

ple before lunch, once we come inside, after wiping our noses and messy play. 

We also talked about how we need to block our cough so that we don’t spread 

our germs to our friends. The children remembered that they need to cough in-

to their elbows.  

Using paint and plastic gloves Miss Briohny showed the children the way 

to wash their hands. The paint represents the soap we use. First Miss Bri-

ohny placed some glue in the middle of her hands before rubbing them 

together. Once she had rubbed her hands together, Miss Briohny showed 

the children how they need to rub the back of their hands as well before 

rubbing in between their fingers and all over their thumbs. By using paint 

the children were able to clearly see the effective application of soap to 

remove all the germs off their hands.  



LEARNING OUTCOMES ACHIEVED: LO1, 

1.2, LO2, 2.1, LO3, 3.1, 3.2, LO4, 4.1, 

4.2, 4.3, 4.4, LO5, 5.1, 5.3 

Today the children continued learning about hand hygiene by cre-

ating clean and dirty hand art. They also practiced cleaning their 

hands by drawing on laminated hands and using a sponge to wipe 

them clean. Expressing creativity the children formed germs using 

playdough, googly eyes and pipe cleaners. During out group time we 

learnt how to wash our hands and the importance of blocking our 

germs.  





Stringray 
Staff Name Briohny Taylor Stacey 

Shift 9.00-5.15 7.45-4.00 7.00-3.30 

Date 15.07.2021 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Thursday Lunch 
1.30-2.15 12.45-1.30 11.45-12.45 

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle 

Spencer all all x4 ALL 12.00-1.50 ALL 

Nathaniel all some ALL 11.40-1.35   

Violet late all x2 ALL RESTED   

Hanson all all x2 MOST 11.45-2.00   

Thomas all all x3 ALL 12.00-2.00   

Azalea all all ALL 11.45-1.15   

Sai  own snacks own snacks ALL 12.45-1.30   

Keaston all all x2 HOME 12.00-1.45   

Xin Yan all all ALL 11.45-1.45 ALL 

Yoonu Late most ALL 11.45 12.45   

              

              

              

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   Apple, Pear and Vanilla Yoghurt 

Lunch Pumpkin soup with bread slices and garlic bread 
Afternoon 
tea   COOKIES WITH PEAR AND APPLE 


